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MIDDLE EAST BASE OILS OUTLOOK  
BEARISH ON GREATER SUPPLY 

The completion of maintenance turnarounds  
and inventory build-up at major Asian Group II  
producer facilities is likely to improve spot  
availability and weigh down on prices in the weeks 
ahead, according to market players.

Traditionally considered as superior-grade  
substitutes to Group I material, market players 
also expect lower Group II values to prompt  
declines in Group I prices.
 
Improved spot export availability from Iran and 
Russia in the second half of the year is expected 
to pull down Group I base oil prices, according to 
market sources. 

A traditional slowdown in demand in the key India  
market during the monsoon months from June 
through September is also weighing on the prices 
of Iranian Group I base oils, market players said. 

“Demand for all commodities into India typically 
slows during the monsoon season, so we expect 
base oils demand to also follow a similar trend in 
the months of June to September,” a trader selling 
Iranian base oils into India said.

“With India being a key market for Iranian base 
oils, a demand slowdown there also means  
increased allocation to United Arab Emirates 
(UAE), thus impacting prices,” the trader added.

According to market players, a traditional  
slowdown in Q3 crude oil demand also weighed 
down price expectations for months ahead.

“It is definitely uncertain to what extent crude oil 
values will affect base oil prices, but sentiment will 
be impacted for sure because Q3 is the lean  
season for crude,” an Asian trader said.

The first half of the year saw Group I base oil  
prices in the UAE net gains on the back of tight 
export availability from Iran. 

An unexpected and one planned outage at a 
couple of Iranian producer facilities lent support to 
firmer export values for SN150 and SN500  
cargoes. 

Tight supply fundamentals across Asia coupled 
with curtailed supply from Russia additionally  
supported higher Iranian Group I values. 

Moreover, seasonally stronger offtake ahead of the 
blending season in the UAE supported demand 
and prices for Iranian Group I material.  

Also, a need to replenish stocks in India early in 
the year after the demonetisation drive in  
November 2016 brought the market to a virtual 
standstill.

Group II imports into the UAE in the first half of the 
year were largely curtailed by the lack of spot  
availability among Asian and US refiners. 

The ability to realise a better netback in domestic 
and other intra-regional markets further curtailed 
allocations to the UAE.  

Spot trade for Group III product from Asia to the UAE 
was reduced by short supply among Asian refiners. 

The outlook for all base oil grades in the Middle East remains bearish as a result of 
improved spot availability from Asia, Iran and Russia, while demand from the key India 
market softens during the ongoing monsoon season.  
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However, demand for the grade in the region was 
also capped by traditionally limited usage of the 
grade among blenders in the region.

On 15 June, ICIS assessed SN500 import prices 
into UAE at $690-705/tonne CFR UAE, stable 
from the week before.

SN150 import prices were at $590-630/tonne CFR 
the UAE in the same period, also unchanged week 
on week, according to ICIS data.
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and south Asian polyolefin and base oil markets, providing price reports and news 
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trade in the industry. 
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About ICIS Price Reports 

ICIS price reporting for regional base oils-lsubes 
markets is unparalleled in its ability to keep you 
on top of the information you need. That means 
you can track fluctuations and developments as 
they happen and gain a clear understanding of 
the factors driving prices.

Use ICIS information to:

•  Inform your internal data models

•  Substantiate your position in negotiations

•  Set terms for settlements and contracts 

Find out more or download a free sample 
price report for

Middle East base oils-lubes  

Veena will also be attending and speaking at:
 
ICIS Middle Eastern Base Oils & Lubricants 
Training Courses, Seminar, Conference
8-11 October 2017 // InterContinental Dubai 
Festival City // UAE
 
Training Courses
An introduction to Base Oils
8 – 9 October 2017
 
Pre-conference Seminar
Gearing up for change – Trade, tax and tariffs in 
the Middle East
9 October 2017
 
Main Conference
Increasing strategic advantage in the Middle 
East – Evolving priorities for a key player on the 
global stage
10 – 11 October 2017
 
Find out more by visiting  
www.icisconference.com/mebaseoils
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See all available commodity price reports

https://www.icis.com/contact/free-sample-price-report/?commodity=base-oils-lubes&channel=energy&region=middle-east&cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHPRI-2017-0507-EURO-me_baseoils_outlook_bearish_pdf&sfid=701w00000019VxW
http://bit.ly/2tQj7nq
http://bit.ly/2tQj7nq
http://bit.ly/2tQj7nq
https://www.icis.com/chemicals/channel-info-finder/?cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHPRI-2017-0507-EURO-me_baseoils_outlook_bearish_pdf&sfid=701w00000019VxW

